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SHOPPING

L’or de l’orchidée®

Courchevel inspired and extracted through an
exclusive method from the rhizomes of the yellow
lady’s slipper orchid that grows in the valley, no
less than 42 active ingredients are used to produce
the age-defying cosmetics by Laboratoire Exertier

S H O P P I N G

Ski “Barrière by Manu Gaidet”
‘Made in France’ in limited edition and designed by triple World Freeride Champion
Manu Gaidet, these skis offer a unique grip on
hard snow thanks to their complex composite
construction of titanium and linen fibers mixed
with hardwood, mahogany or maple. Available at the ‘Barrière des Neiges’ Ski Room, in
Courchevel, they can be further customized to
better suit specific needs

Champagne!

Offering a powerful and magnificent nose
with enticing notes of bee-wax, ginger cake
and lime tea, with great effervescence in the
glass and plenty of tiny bubbles, the unique
character of this special format (30l) is due
to the fermentation “within the bottle”. The
Boërl & Kroff Melchisédech vintage 1995 is
made up of 90% of Pinot noir, 7% of Chardonnay, 3% of Pinot meunier from the few
legendary acres in the Urville area
Price: 180 000 Euros

SHOPPING

Myrrh & Tonka
A nomad song of sand
and smoke-threaded
twilight, Jo Malone’s
latest Cologne Intense
evokes the rich, potent
sap of the Namibian
myrrh tree, harvested by
hand since time began,
mingling with whispers
of warm almond and
lush vanilla and fragrant
gifts of the addictive
tonka bean. Noble, sensual, intoxicating

Card Shark

A silhouette well known to Linley, this cards
sleeve symbolizes the phrase ‘card shark’ by the
use of nickel suit motifs and sharks. A perfect
gift for the business jet traveller and cardplaying aficionado, the witty Card Shark Card
Sleeve in solid walnut includes a pack of Linley
Playing Cards and comes in green, blue and red

Flirtatious

Macadom

Home-made macaroons,
baked by a woman whose
passion for sweet-tooth
goodies turned her life into
that of an entrepreneurconfectioner. Delicious and
truly unique, with flavors as
different as they are unexpected, they can be delivered
directly to your aircraft

Michael Kors introduces
Sexy Blossom, a floral
woody musk fragrance
inspired by the essence
of spring and the season’s beguiling blooms.
Sweet, smooth Lychee
adds sparkle to rose
petals and the freshness
of dewy Leaves. At the
heart, peony, muguet
and freesia combine
to complement pink
orchid, the dry down
evokes velvet woods…

Martelé longdrink

Vodka, water or wine, the
Robbe & Berking typical
manual hammering technique
makes each work unique.
Enjoy a brilliant drink!
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